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Executive summary
As the Single Resolution Board (SRB) moves closer towards its goal of making all of the banks within its remit1 resolvable, its approach
is evolving and its expectations for banks are increasing. The changes that banks will need to make to meet these expectations are not
negotiable. However, by setting a vision for their end-state resolvability the banks can optimise their approach. This will mean they can
identify opportunities to create value by catalysing change and realising potential efficiencies across their operations while becoming more
resolvable.
In this paper we examine how banks could best realise these opportunities. Specifically, why and how banks should adopt a strategic
approach to making themselves resolvable, and where they will need to focus their efforts to achieve their plan. The paper is informed by
the results of Deloitte’s fourth Banking Union Centre survey, which asked banks within the SRB’s remit about resolution planning.
Our paper is structured as folows:
Transforming resolution planning into a strategic asset
Banks have already made significant investments across a number of aspects of their operations in pursuit of the goal of resolvability. It
is notable however that to date the SRB has often had to focus on improving specific aspects of resolvability. Many banks have in turn
followed the SRB’s lead and tackled these requirements discretely. We expect the SRB now to provide greater clarity on its longer-term
expectations and – perhaps most importantly – its end-to-end view of what banks’ overall approach to resolvability should be. This will be
accompanied by a shift in responsibility for taking action from the SRB to banks themselves, and a requirement for banks to take a more
integrated approach.
In our view there are four areas that banks should prioritise in order to shape their end-state vision of resolveability and realise
its benefits:
• board and senior management responsibility;
• streamlining banking group structure;
• identification of obstacles to resolvability, and their removal; and
• public disclosures, including measures taken to improve resolvability.
The results of our survey provide insights on the readiness of banks in these four areas. In general, banks have made progress against
each of the areas, but progress is uneven across the sector. As we argue below, there is also likely a case for even those banks that have
already made significant progress to review whether there is more that they could do.
Operationalisation
Banks will need to invest over the coming years to operationalise resolvability, including dimensions such as valuation, playbooks and
critical functions; as well as MREL, liquidity, and funding in resolution. Each of these topics presents challenges for banks, but there are
lessons that they can learn from the experiences of banks that have adopted requirements early or else begun to implement them in
other jurisdictions.
The business benefits of resolvablility
Banks have the potential to realise wider benefits from investments to improve their resolvability, transforming resolution planning into a
strategic asset for bank management. Banks have to date typically not formed an intergrated view of how the changes they are making as
part of their resolution planning fit with other regulatory and risk work programmes within their organisations. For example, capabilities
needed for resolution overlap with those needed for recovery planning - including valuation, and the identification and operational
continuity of critical functions. More broadly, there are potential benefits for governance (from clarifying roles and responsibilities); risk
monitoring (achieved through a greater understanding of the bank’s operations and information flows); and costs and capital (through
simplification of the group structure, leading to cost savings and improved transparency and operational efficiency).

1
In accordance with the Single Resolution Mechanism Regulation (SRMR), the banks that currently fall under the direct responsibility of the SRB are those entities and groups directly
supervised by the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) and other cross-border groups. As of 5 September 2019, there were 124 banks under the SRB's remit.
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Deloitte 2019 Banking Union Centre survey
The Deloitte 2019 Banking Union Centre survey asked banks about their current approach to becoming resolvable, and their plans for
developments over the coming years across three key areas: (i) strategic concerns; (ii) embedding and integrating resolution requirements
into wider risk management; and (iii) operationalising resolution requirements. The survey sought to benchmark current capabilities and
expectations of the future required direction of travel. In particular:
•• Which aspects of resolution planning have banks found most difficult to implement, and why? Where there are different
possible approaches, how are banks tackling the requirements that they are currently dealing with?

•• What challenges do banks face with respect to crisis preparedness, and in ensuring that their recovery and resolution plans
remain operational and effective?

•• Looking to the future, what capabilities do banks expect to have in place, and/or what changes do they expect to make to their
legal entity or operational structure? What investment do they have planned to achieve those outcomes?
44 banks headquartered across 12 Eurozone countries participated in the survey. Participation was spread across small, medium, and
large banks.

Participants

Geography

Size

44

SRB directly
supervised
institutions

12
Total assets

Medium
(€50bn –
€150bn)

out of

19 Eurozone
countries

18%
Large
(>€150bn)

40%

42%

Small
(<€50bn)

Eurozone countries for which one or more banks
responded to the survey
Other Eurozone countries

If you wish to discuss the survey results please contact your local Deloitte representative, or contact the survey team directly via BUCF_
survey@deloitte.com.
The survey was carried out between June and July 2019.
Note that for reading the charts in this report: if a bank did not respond to a specific question, the bank has been excluded from the
percentage calculation for that question. Totals may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
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Transforming resolution
planning into a strategic asset
The SRB’s approach to date has been developed against the backdrop of its understanding of the large number of banks in its remit,
and the variety and complexity of the business models of those banks. Its approach has had to be ‘bottom-up’ and tactical, focusing on
progressing discrete, tractable components of the resolvability framework. Whilst the SRB has made significant progress in a number
of areas, its policy framework as a whole remains incomplete. Although the challenges to setting a consistent policy across the Eurozone
have not been removed - for example, the diversity of business models present or differences in national insolvency laws, in the course
of its work the SRB has now built strong foundations on which it can develop its policies further. We expect it to begin providing greater
clarity on its longer-term expectations and its view of what banks’ overall approach to resolvability should be.
Around the globe, expectations on resolvability are increasingly being codified in guidance from resolution authorities, for example, the
Resolvability Assessment Framework 2 published in the UK. By the end of 2019, the SRB will pubish an updated version of its resolution
manual, setting out its expectations of banks.3
At the same time we expect a shift similar to that seen with resolution authorities in other jurisdictions - for example, in the US and
UK, whereby the transition from drawing up resolution plans to tackling impediments to resolvability is accompanied by a change of
responsibility for taking action from the SRB to banks themselves. As this shift occurs, banks should expect the SRB to intensify scrutiny of
resolvability and validation of the steps that banks have taken, through on-site inspections and testing.
The results of our survey indicate that many banks already consider resolution planning an important activity: almost half of respondents
noted that resolvability is one of their top three priorities within the regulatory change agenda. However, banks have generally focused on
the discrete aspects of resolvability prioritised by the SRB (Figure 1). Only half of respondents indicated that they feel well informed about
the SRB’s expectations going forward. In fact, the SRB has done a lot to communicate its expectations, including regular workshops and
its annual updates. Some banks though appear to have difficulties in capturing the right messages in terms at the 'what' and the 'how'. For
those banks, messages are viewed as giving insufficient consideration to individual bank specificities.
Figure 1: Survey question - Within the resolvability work stream, what are the bank's top three priorities?
Share of topic in priorities
cited by banks(a)

100%
90%

Demonstrating legal feasibility of
liquidation
Demonstrating embeddedness of group
resolution plan

80%

Establishing non-operating holding
company

70%

Other topics (not specified)

60%
50%

Planning for funding in resolution
Amending legal entity structure
Communication with SRB

40%
30%

Improving valuation capabilities
Issuing new MREL instruments

20%

Demonstrating operational continuity

10%

Improving data capabilities

0%

Developing resolution playbooks

(a) Each bank was asked to list its top three priorities. This chart shows the share of each issue in the
aggregate set of responses.

The expected evolution of the SRB’s approach towards an integrated, end-to-end view will require banks to re-assess how they approach
their work and the resolvability capabilities they have built up. Banks have the potential to realise wider benefits from investments to
improve their resolvability, transforming resolution planning into a strategic asset.

2

'The Bank of England's approach to assessing resolvability', Bank of England, Policy statement, July 2019.

3

'FMA press talks: Remarks by Elke König, Chair of the SRB', April 2019.
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Having a vision for their end-state resolvability will enable banks to determine more effectively priorities within the resolvability
work stream and to identify potential synergies between related or overlapping components of the resolvability agenda or
between resolvability workstreams and initiatives elsewhere on the regulatory change agenda. It will also enable banks to
identify areas where they need further guidance from the SRB or where they have individual specificities that may affect their
implementation of any existing or future guidance from the SRB.
In our view there are four areas that banks should prioritise in order to shape their end-state vision. They should:
ensure that the Board and senior management take sufficient responisbility for resolvability
streamline their banking group structure to ensure resolvability
identify any impediments to resolvability themselves, and appropriate actions to remove them and
consider the implications of greater public disclosure, including of measures taken to improve resolvability

1. Board and senior management responsibility
It is important that the Board and senior management team are fully invested in the resolvability agenda. Regular Board and
senior management team engagement with progress in resolution planning is good practice, and we expect the SRB increasingly
to request to see evidence of it. Our survey found that 60% of respondents regularly report on their resolution planning to the
Board and senior management team (two or more times per year) - although this does not in and of itself demonstrate
buy-in and an assumption of responsibility.
The two-fifth of banks without regular reporting should begin by addressing this shortcoming. Even for those banks that report
regularly, there may still be scope for improvement, for example in the quality of the discussions and the integration of resolution
planning into the Board’s broader strategic agenda. Resolution plans should be challenged, including through the use of
simulations or war games involving the Board. To support greater engagement by the Board and senior management team banks
should ensure that management information is suitably structured. It should not simply focus on whether the bank is compliant
with the SRB's expectations, but should also address overlaps between resolvability-related activities and other bank initiatives.
Figure 2: Survey question - Who on the management body is responsible for resolution planning?

2.1 Overall response
2.2 Where responsibility is split, how is it split?
Responses included:

CEO

Split
responsibility

•• CFO and COO

7%

CFO

22%
22%

•• CFO and CRO
•• Management Committee (CEO, CRO, CFO)

2.3 Where ‘other’, who is responsibility delegated to?
Responses included:

24%
Other

•• CFO, as Chairman of the Recovery and Resolution Committee;
and Chief Accounting Officer

•• COO

24%

•• Deputy CEO

CRO

•• Director of resources (IT, HR, operations)
•• Other control function

Banks should also ensure that their governance frameworks for resolvability are effective. The results of our survey indicate that the
location of responsibility for recovery and resolution planning varies across banks, and is often split across roles (Figure 2).
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To manage the additional complexity and risk of insufficient coordination that this split of responsibilities could lead to, roles should be
clearly delineated and processes put in place to ensure appropriate cooperation. This will be particularly important in a crisis scenario.
The allocation of responsibilities for recovery and resolution is also an issue in ongoing bank reflections about effective governance
models in the context of changing business processes and models, increasing business complexity and the need for rethinking and
aligning executive roles to ensure strategic agility. It is also important to be able to demonstrate to the SRB that resolution planning is not
just a compliance exercise that is run in parallel to the day-to-day running of the bank.
2. Streamlining banking group structure
Many Eurozone banks have made progress with ensuring that their banking group structures (e.g. the structure of service companies,
holding companies and subsidiaries) are not unduly complex and that separability is possible. Four-fifths of respondents to our survey
reported that they do not see a significant gap between their current legal entity structure and their envisaged end-state 'resolvable' entity
structure (Figure 3). On the face of it though, this result contrasts with comments from Elke König, Chair of the SRB, that group structure is
a reason why banks not yet fully resolvable.4 At the very least, this suggests that banks may need to do more work to address legal entity
structure than they realise, and that the SRB may need to do more to articulate its expectations.
Figure 3: Survey question - There is a significant gap
between the bank's current legal entity structure and
the bank's envisaged end-state "resolvable" legal
entity structure
Unable to
say

2%

Figure 4: Survey question - The bank has identified obstacles
to resolvability
Unable to
say

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

Agree

2%

4%
Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly
disagree

2%
7%

Disagree

13%

24%

Strongly
agree

7%

31%

Agree

31%
29%

47%

Disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

For large, cross-border banks, legal entity re-structuring is anyway only the first step to ensuring that their banking group structure is
resolvable. In order to make their resolution strategies credible and useful in a crisis scenario, large cross-border banks will need to
ensure that the parent and subsidiaries are willing and able to support each other, both for subsidiaries within the Banking Union and
outside of it. This includes the issuance of internal MREL. The SRB published its policy on internal MREL in January 2019. Only around
a third of respondents indicated that they have a clear understanding of how internal MREL demand and supply will be structured,
suggesting that most banks are still getting to grips with the implications of internal MREL. Banks will benefit from articulating how they
strike a balance between pre-positioning and holding resources centrally, and mobilising buffers group-wide to cover losses and outflows
where they occur, to avoid overly prescriptive prepositioning requirements.
Banks should also think through restructuring options and how they might be implemented to avoid prescritpive requirements from
the SRB.
3. Identification of obstacles to resolvability, and their removal
In its work programme for 2018, the SRB developed its policy for identifying and addressing substantive obstacles to resolvability
alongside carrying out a first identification of such impediments.5 In a speech earlier this year, Elke König highlighted the areas where
the SRB found potential obstacles during the first resolution planning cycles.6 These included operational continuity and maintenance of

4
5
6

' Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs public hearing with Elke König, Chair of the SRB', European Parliament, July 2019.
'SRB multi-annual planning and work programme 2018', SRB, December 2017.
'Speech: Hearing at the Econ commitee of the European Parliament: Elke Konig, SRB Chair, April 2019.
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access to financial market infrastructures (FMIs) as well as FMI intermediaries. We expect further development of the SRB’s policies on the
removal of obstacles to resolvability over the coming year, particularly around expectations regarding short-term data availability during a
bail-in, operational continuity and access to FMIs.
In line with this, the results of our survey indicated that just over half of banks agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that they have
identified obstacles to resolution (Figure 4). Of those that have, operational continuity, data capabilities and access to FMIs were cited
most frequently as the obstacles faced by banks. Respondents to our survey also indicated that they felt that they needed additional
guidance from the SRB on how to address certain obstacles to resolvability in several areas, including in particular resolution playbooks,
valuation capabilities, and operational continuity.
In future, banks will need to identify and remove obstacles to resolvability that reflect their own specificities and business model.
Improved identification of impediments to resolvability can help banks determine where they require additional guidance as the SRB
finalises its policy framework. It can also help banks better determine where they prioritise their efforts moving forward and help ensure
that their resources are used efficiently and effectively.
4. Public disclosure, including of measures taken to improve resolvabiity
Authorities across the globe are beginning to introduce requirements for the public disclosure of aspects of firm-specific resolution. In
particular, authorities in the US and the UK, have introduced or will soon be introducing requirements for firm-specific disclosures. The
Financial Stability Board (FSB) recently consulted on both general and firm-specific resolution disclosures.7 Disclosures could include
summaries of resolution plans, resolvability assessments, MREL targets and shortfalls, or resolution authorities’ assessments of firmspecific resolvability. Disclosures are motivated by a need to provide greater transparency to investors in bail in-able instruments, and
more generally by the assumption that disclosure would support a market-disciplining effect on firms.
The SRB has not yet proposed any formal changes to introduce greater firm-specific disclosure. However, Elke König recently stated that
there should be greater transparency over time about the resolvability of the banks, although she also noted that there is a balancing act
between the advantages and risks of disclosure.8 A number of respondents to our survey indicated that they already voluntarily disclose
information on their resolvability, or had considered doing so: around a quarter indicated that they already disclose MREL targets and
shortfalls, while almost a third had considered disclosing this information. Some respondents noted that disclosure entails a risk that the
market may misinterpret information on resolvability, and therefore had decided not to disclose voluntarily any information. Strategic and
reputational risks were also cited as arguments against disclosure.
Banks will need to consider the potential implications of the introduction of disclosure requirements.
Tasks for the SRB
To enable banks to take responsibility for their own resolvability, the feedback from respondents to our survey suggests that the SRB could
consider the following factors as it develops its approach:

•• Improved transparency
about expectations:
complete policy framework
and provide greater
transparency of its view of
what a resolvable bank looks
like, including its expectations
for individual components of
the resolvability agenda.

7
8

•• Cooperation and coordination between the SRB
and the SSM: given the close relationship between
recovery and resolution, alignment of requirements
set by the SRB and the SSM is important. A third of
survey respondents indicated that there are areas
where they perceive guidance from the SRB conflicts
with that of the SSM; and only a fifth reported that there
is sufficient and well-coordinated interaction between
the two authorities. One area of apparent conflict cited
concerned MREL: supervisory early warning signals
for recovery defined in terms of MREL ratios may differ
significantly from MREL targets defined for resolution
purposes. Other areas cited included recovery measures
and identification of critical functions and overlapping
information requests more generally.

•• Clarification of SRB interaction
with national resolution
authorities (NRAs): further
clarification of the SRB’s
interaction with NRAs is needed in
some cases. In particular, clarity
on how the SRB will ensure that
national interests do not take
precedence during a crisis.

'Public disclosures on resolution planning and resolvability: Discussion paper for public consultation'; FSB, June 2019.
See footnote 4.
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Operationalisation

Overview

Banks need to invest over the coming years to operationlise their resolution strategy and achieve the goal of resolvability. In the tables
below, we consider four operational components on which we expect banks to focus their efforts (valuation, playbooks, critical functions,
and MREL, liquidity and funding in resolution).

1. Valuation

2. Playbooks

Valuation is used by the resolution authority to determine
(i) whether a bank meets the conditions for resolution; (ii) the
losses to be absorbed; and (iii) to conduct the no-creditorworse-off assessment (NCWO). During a valuation, banks will
need to be able to provide granular, accurate, up-to-date and
timely data.

In 2019, the SRB began its first round of requests for banks to
complete bail-in playbooks, which require banks to set-up a
recapitalisation scenario. Three elements in particular are key:
(i) a description of how to perform a bail-in from an operational
perspective; (ii) identification of obstacles to bail-in;
and (iii) governance.

•• Timeliness of provision. Banks can struggle to provide
the necessary data in a timely manner. Given the short timeframe for the independent valuer to conduct a valuation,
even a small delay can cause large problems.

•• Uncertainty around what “operational” means in
practice. Banks need to know who should be doing what
during bail-in, and the identification of impediments to bail-in.

Challengs for banks

•• Up-to-date data. Data that banks provide are not always
up-to-date, with some data over a year old.
•• Consistency of data. Banks can struggle to provide data
that are consistent across the group. For example, data
from one subsidiary may not always reference the same
time period as data from another subsidiary.
•• Missing data. In some instances, banks have been unable
to provide all of the data requested by the independent
valuer.
•• Fragmented IT systems. Well-connected IT systems
are needed in order to be able to ensure a timely flow of
accurate data within a banking group.
•• Provisional and final valuations. The lack of clarity from
the SRB on its bail-in approach means there is insufficient
guidance for banks as to how to move from book value to
exit value where relevant on asset portfolios.

•• Uncertainty around how to determine the future claim
for bailed-in creditors. In the UK, this issue is dealt with by
certificates of entitlement, but no such system exists across the
Eurozone.
•• Recapitalisation of the bank. There is uncertainty around
whether recapitalisation should be conducted based on fair
value or nominal value. Fair value is challenging for banks to
estimate.
•• Identification of liabilities. It is critical that banks are able
to provide up-to-date information to authorities in a real
resolution scenario, as liabilities can change quickly,
particularly derivatives.
•• Uncertainty around how to ensure the bank has the
appropriate quality of bail-in-able liabilities during a
stress scenario. To make bail-in playbooks operational, banks
will need to articulate when and where liabilities would fall
under various national insolvency regimes versus where and
when they would fall under the SRB’s bail-in, and to a larger
extent, resolution regime.

State of the industry

•• Dealing with operational complexity. Banks need to
address the uncertainty around how to deal with operational
constraints created (e.g. by compliance processes) during a
bail-in. For example, if a bank needed to bail-in deposits as part
of a resolution.
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•• Three-fifths of respondents to our survey indicated that
they have not yet invested to develop their capabilities for
valuation in resolution.

•• 60% of respondents to our survey noted that playbooks were
one of the top three areas for which they would like more
guidance from the SRB.

•• This is likely in part because the SRB has not yet published
its expectations for banks’ valuation capabilities. Banks
should though expect to need to invest in their valuation
capabilities over the coming years, given the growing focus
by the SRB. This will likely require significant investment
in, for example, data capabilities and data management
systems, and establishing a virtual data room.

•• The majority of respondents to our survey have already met the
SRB’s expectations for playbooks in some areas. For example,
80% considered that their bank has the capacity to identify in
a timely manner the bail-in-able liabilities and regulatory own
funds needed for a resolution decision. This high degree of
compliance could be due to previous work conducted by banks,
for example, capabilities built up to complete the liability data
report.
•• However, in other areas, banks need to invest further. Some
banks indicated in their response to our survey that they are
hesitant to engage in costly projects to create bail-in playbooks
in the absence of what they feel could be more detailed
guidance from the SRB.

Challengs for banks

Overview
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3. Critical functions

4. MREL, liquidity and funding in resolution

During resolution planning, banks will need both to identify
critical functions and set out plans to enable them to continue
to provide them during and after resolution. The critical
functions for which this assessment needs to be undertaken
include: (i) deposits; (ii) lending; (iii) payment, cash, settlement,
clearing, and custody services; (iv) capital markets; and
(v) wholesale funding.

Banks are required to meet MREL that would enable them to
absorb losses and restore their capital position and allow them to
maintain their critical functions during and after a possible crisis.
In addition, banks will need to have an adequate distribution of
loss absorbing capacity within their group to be able to upstream
losses effectively during a bail-in and enough subordinated
instruments to avoid affecting certain eligible instruments, such
as some deposits. Sufficient liquidity and funding will also be
critical during a resolution scenario.

•• Ensuring the continuity of critical functions. Banks
have struggled to demonstrate that they are able to
continue to provide critical functions in a resolution
scenario and in a post-resolution phase.

•• Lack of clarity on final MREL guidance. For many banks,
MREL requirements have been a moving target due to their
resolution plans having not been finalised and the assumptions
that the SRB had to make regarding their preferred resolution

•• Lack of understanding by the industry. Banks have not
yet fully understood the scale of the challenge of ensuring
the continuity of critical functions.
•• Lack of proactive work to ensure the continuity of
critical functions. Banks do not engage proactively with
ensuring the continuity of critical functions, but rather wait
for guidance from the SRB on the work that needs to be
undertaken.

strategy, the bail-in instruments chosen and the ability to
reflect bank-specific features.
•• Lack of deep and liquid Euro markets. Deep and liquid
Euro markets are necessary both to ensure adequate liquidity
during a crisis scenario and to allow banks to issue sufficient
MREL-eligible instruments. While work to create an EU Capital
Markets Union is ongoing, doubts remain as to whether Euro
markets are sufficiently deep and liquid to support banks’
liquidity needs in resolution.

•• Centralised contract management. Integrating
resolution clauses into contracts with external service
providers and implementing centralised contract
management.

State of the industry

•• Around four-fifths of respondents to our survey indicated
that they are currently undertaking the process of
integrating resolution clauses into contracts with critical
external providers that relate to critical functions.
•• Only a small number of respondents indicated that they
have not yet started this exercise, with the majority in the
category of smaller banks (assets < €50 billion). This may
indicate that the smaller the bank, the less material the topic
is compared to larger institutions. It could also reflect that
liquidation is often the preferred resolution strategy for
smaller banks.
•• Half of banks in our survey indicated that they are able
to demonstrate the continuity of critical functions in a
resolution scenario, while around two-fifths of respondents
indicated that they are unable to say or neither agree nor
disagree that they are able to demonstrate continuity.

•• Generally, we can distuinguish two groups of banks: banks that
do not see MREL requirements as a challenge since they have
sufficient MREL-eligible liabilities; and banks for which MREL
requirements pose a challenge (i.e. banks with a large amount
of retail deposits / operational and custody-related deposits
that are not MREL-eligible). Another important distinction is
banks with capacity to issue in markets (generally larger banks)
and banks without that capacity.
•• The majority of respondents to our survey indicated that
they are able to forecast their MREL needs and to monitor
compliance with MREL on an ongoing basis.
•• Most of the banks are aware of the changing requirements
under BRRD 2 and MiFID II for retail holdings of bail-in-able
instruments, and potential litigation or impediments to
resolvability in the event of resolution.
•• Two-fifths of banks are able to assess their liquidity needs in
resolution, although this ability seems to correlate positively
with the size of the bank.
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The business benefits
of resolvability
Banks have the potential to realise wider benefits from investments to improve their resolvability. This includes benefits in:

•• Governance, from clarifying roles
and responsibilities.

•• Risk monitoring, achieved
through a greater understanding
of the bank’s operations and
improved information flows.

•• Costs and capital, through
simplification of the group
structure, leading to cost savings
and improved operational
efficiency, and potentially
alleviating MREL targets as a
consequence of risk-weighted
assets (RWA) reduction.

These wider benefits can be realised by embedding the capabilities developed to meet resolution requirements in the processes and
operations involved in running the bank. That means going beyond ensuring that the capabilities are embedded in the integrated crisis
management capabilities of the banks, which was referred to above. By taking this approach, investments that are made in order to meet
resolution requirements will create greater value for the bank overall. Conversely, the bank could build a financial case to justify a greater
level of investment in developing new capabilities than would be the case if the requirements were considered solely in the context of
resolvability.
For example, we noted above that it is important for banks to ensure that the roles and responsibilities of the Board and the senior
management team in the event of recovery or resolution are clear and well-defined. A remediation exercise undertaken by the bank to
achieve this clarity – such as reviewing the organisation of the Board and senior management team and ensuring that responsibilities are
appropriately documented – could be undertaken at the same time for the wider risk management framework.
Systems improvements made by the bank in order to meet the SRB’s expectations for the timeliness and quality of data could be deployed
in order to provide more timely and robust information flows and improve management information on an ongoing basis across its
organisation. Critically, these improved systems anyway need to be integrated with each other to meet the SRB’s expectations. Banks
may also be able to use this imperative for investment to drive wider improvements to risk data systems across the group, for example,
improving data harmonisation and data aggregation. This will in turn allow banks to manage risk across the group better by increasing
transparency and reducing complexity, in turn driving better decision making and reducing regulatory and operational risk.
Legal entity optimisation can also bring a number of benefits for banks, including, for example, improvements in cost efficiency both within
and outside of the regulatory change agenda; reductions in the amount of trapped capital and liquidity; and more effective credit, market
and operational risk management. Moreover, legal entity simplification and improvements in capabilities can help demonstrate improved
resolvability to the supervisor and reduce the likelihood of disruption to the wider market.
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Conclusion
The banks and the SRB have both made huge strides over the past few years towards the goal of resolvability. As the SRB keeps raising
its expectations and places increasing demands on banks, the banks that take a strategic, integrated perspective have the opportunity
to realise synergies between resolvability and other initiatives and to make improvements to their wider business model set-up. Looking
ahead, banks should re-frame how they view resolvability and treat the resolvability agenda as a strategic asset whose benefits extend
well beyond compliance. After all, it is only the banks that can make themselves resolvable - the SRB can only provide guidance and the
framework.
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